
 

5-6 EAL Manijah, Atifa, Sahar, Rana, Muhammad, Mahdi, Jed, Haqim 
Thursday April 30  Friday May 1 Monday May 4 Tuesday May 5 Wednesday May 6 

Speaking and Listening 
Final practice of your Three Wishes presentation. 
 
Ask someone at home to listen to you and give feedback 
on how to make your speech even better. 
 
 

Speaking and Listening 
https://www.esolcourses.com/content/topics/songs/various-
artists/perhaps-perhaps-perhaps.html 
Listen to the song Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps.  
Scroll down the page slightly and type the words from the 
song into the boxes.  
You may listen to the song as many times as you need to 
complete the task. 

 

Speaking and Listening 
This is the same as the listening task we do in school. 
If you can, ask a parent to help you. 
First of all YOU read the list of numbers to mum or dad for them to write 
down (This will show them the speed to speak at). 
Then when they know what to do they can read the numbers to you. 
Write the numbers in your workbook. 
If you don’t have someone to help:- look at the numbers say them to yourself 
and then turn the page over and try to remember the numbers. There is a 
CHALLENGE this week. Good luck! 

487589 
894217 
325407 
201765 
852785 
257419 

 
Challenge 
9872625 

 

Speaking and Listening 
Multiple Meanings 
 
Some words look and sound the same but can mean different 
things. 
Look at the list below and use each word in two different sentences.  
Say the sentences to someone in your family. 
 
Eg TRAIN- I went on a train to the city. / Every Thursday I train for 
soccer. 
 
Bark/wave/calf*/trunk*/lap/rock*/watch/glasses/bat 
 
*You may a dictionary to help you with these ones 

Speaking and Listening 
https://www.esl-
lounge.com/student/listening/1L1-world-of-
movies.php 
World of Movies. 
(I am sorry about all of the ads on these 

sites. Try to ignore them) 
  Listen to the audio clip 1.57. mins  It is all 
about information you might need if you 
were going to the movies. 
 
Answer the 8 questions on the site. 
You may listen to the audio as many times 
as you need to so you can answer the 

questions. 
 

     
Reading  
https://www.google.com/search?q=How+I+learned+Geography+youtube&rlz=1C1NHXL  
_enAU849AU849&oq=How+I+&aqs=chrome 
0.69i59j69i57j46j0j46j69i60l3.6188j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8 
 

or Google How I learned geography youtube ed o’neill 
When father returns from the bazaar the boy and his 
mother are disappointed. Think of a time when you have 
been disappointed. What would you say to the boy to 
make him feel better? 
The boy and his family often go to bed hungry. If you 
hadn’t eaten for 3 days what meal would you most like to 
eat? Is there something that you would NEVER eat no 
matter how hungry you were? 
Did the child in the book really go to all the different 
countries? How did the boy feel about the map now? 
 
Answer these questions in your workbook. Write the 
title HOW I LEARNED GEOGRAPHY and write answers to 
the questions. 
 
 
 

Information Report- Learning how to summarise/ Looking at 
the parts of an information report. 
Summarising means giving the main ideas or facts without 
using many words. It can help the reader to understand the 
text better. 
Read the text Strange Plants. Each paragraph has a number 
on the left side of the page. 
(If the reading is tricky for you ring Mrs Ellis and ask her to 
read it to you). 

 The first paragraph of the Information report gives the 
CLASSIFICATION- it tells what group the plant belongs 
to or what it is. 

 Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 describe what the plant looks 
like. DESCRIPTION 

 Paragraph 5 tells where the plant lives 
LOCATION/HABITAT 

 Paragraph 6 tells what the plant can do. 
 The last paragraph summarises about the plant. It 

repeats the most important main point. 

Read the story again and then answer the questions on the 
worksheet. Try to think about the main idea or most 
important fact in each paragraph. 

Reading 
Your teacher has already told you which Reading Eggs or 
Reading Express books to read. 
Continue with the books set by your class teacher.  
 
Information report about Strawberries. Read the report and 
answer the questions on the back, 

https://www.esolcourses.com/content/englishforwork/functional-
skills/starting-work/activities.html   
 
A Job In A Library-  This reading is telling people what they would 
do if they had a job in a library.  
 
1.Click on  “See the Vocabulary” to help you with words from the 
text. 
2. Click on “Test your reading skills”   Read: Job Description   and 
Duties and Responsibilities and  Days and Hours of Work 

 
3.When you have read the information, scroll down and complete 
TASK B.  There are 5 questions. CHECK your answers? How did you 
go? 
 
Text Mrs Ellis or email to tell her if this reading was Easy or Hard 
for you. 
 

Reading Cards 
You may have already done the card I have given 
you or it may be an easier level. Don’t worry! 
Challenge yourself-do the card again. Did your score 
improve? Did your understanding improve? 
Complete this activity in your work book and try to 
send me a photo of your answers. So I can correct 
your work. 

 

     
Writing 

https://www.esl-
lounge.com/student/grammar/1g43-to-be-
multiple-choice.php 
Looking at the verb “to be”.  
We started to look at the way to use this verb in 
Term One.   

Type the correct word (is/am/are) in the box. Complete 
all 8 sentences and check your answers at the bottom of 
the page.If you are feeling really active you can copy the 
sentences into your work book but YOU DON”T HAVE TO! 
 
 

Information Report 
In the reading activity today you learned that an Information 
report starts with a  
CLASSIFICATION (what the thing you’re writing about is)/ then there is a 
DESCRIPTION of what the thing looks like/ HABITAT /LOCATION tells the 
reader where the thing lives 
DIET (what the thing eats) sometimes comes next. The next paragraph 
usually says how the thing moves or what it can do. This part is called 
DYNAMICS. 
The last part of the Information Report is the SUMMARY. This reminds 
the reader of the most important information or main point. It does not 
give new information .Read the worksheet DINOSAURS. Look at the 
different paragraphs, notice they have sub-headings that say what the 
aragraph will tell you about Classification/description/location and so 
on. 
Use the internet or any books you have to find information on a dinosaur 
that you like. 
Write the MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION on the “Writing a report” 
sheet.  
 
You can see there is not much space. Remember to only write the main 
facts and place them under the correct heading. Draw a picture of your 
dinosaur on the back of the page and don’t forget a title. 

Writing 
Information Report-   Fruit 
Choose a fruit that you like. Read the Information report on 
strawberries again and think about the sort of information it had 
in it. Use the Report plan to help you sort out your facts. 
Use the same headings for your report. 
Title 
Classification (this is easy- The………. Is a fruit) 
Description (colour, size etc) 
Location 
Dynamics 
Summary (Conclusion) 
Write your report in your workbook and draw a picture of your 
fruit. 
 

Writing 
http://esl.fis.edu/learners/writing/colors/green09.htm 
 
This page will not work properly!   This is what I need you to do- 
Follow these instructions.  
 
  Highlight, copy and paste the first 10 sentences into a new (blank) 
word document. 
You will see the mistakes are already underlined for you.   Eg This 
word is wrrrong.  
Fix the mistakes in each sentence and SAVE your work.  
Email it to Mrs Ellis. 
(Hint- the number at the end of each sentences tells you how many 
errors need to be fixed. 

Writing/Grammar 
Information report 
Use any information you can find to write an 
Information Report about any sea creature. 
Crab, whale, shark, jellyfish, or whatever you like. 
Remember to use the sub-headings 
Title/Classification/ Description/ Habitat (does your 
animal live at the bottom of the sea, in very cold 
places etc) Diet/ Dynamics/Summary . 
Write the report in your work book. Don’t forget 
punctuation and correct spelling. 

 
 


